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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform of speech signals. Using the raw magnitude spectrum, or features derived from it, as a proxy for the real and imaginary parts leads to irreversible information loss and suboptimal information fusion. We discuss and quantify the importance of such information in terms of speech quality and intelligibility. In the proposed framework, the real and imaginary parts are treated as two streams of information, pre-processed via separate convolutional networks, and then combined at an optimal level of abstraction, followed by further post-processing via recurrent and fully-connected layers. The optimal level of information fusion in various architectures, training dynamics in terms of cross-entropy loss, frame classification accuracy and WER as well as the shape and properties of the filters learned in the first convolutional layer of single- and multi-stream models are analysed. We investigated the effectiveness of the proposed systems in various tasks: TIMIT/NTIMIT (phone recognition), Aurora-4 (noise robustness), WSJ (read speech), AMI (meeting) and TORGO (dysarthric speech). Across all tasks we achieved competitive performance: in Aurora-4, down to 4.6% WER on average, in WSJ down to 4.6% and 6.2% WERs for Eval-92 and Eval-93, for Dev/Eval sets of the AMI-HHM down to 23.3%/23.8% WERs and in the AMI-SDM down to 43.7%/47.6% WERs have been achieved. In TORGO, for dysarthric and typical speech we achieved down to 31.7% and 10.2% WERs, respectively.

Index Terms—Raw signal representation, Fourier transform, automatic speech recognition, multi-stream acoustic modelling

I. INTRODUCTION

Handcrafted magnitude spectrum based features such as MFCC [1], PLP [2] and filterbank energies (FBank) are widely employed in various automatic speech recognition (ASR) and speech classification tasks. The corresponding pipelines of such front-ends are engineered based on properties of the human speech production and perception systems, along with considerations related to requirements of the back-end (e.g., an acoustic model or a classifier). However, they are task-blind and do not directly take into account its specific requirements. That is, it is likely to irreversibly discard some task-useful information along the pipeline whilst passing through task-irrelevant information. If there is no redundancy, there is no chance to recover the lost information: essentially, the back-end can only process the given information; based on the data processing inequality [3] a chain of sequential transformations cannot generate new information. On the other hand, passing irrelevant information to the back-end, complicates the back-end’s function as it should filter out noisy information and carry out the decision making. A well-trained sufficiently-deep structure is capable of filtering out the nuisance information and representing the data properly. However, it cannot compensate for the useful information lost along the front-end pipeline. This can be costly performance-wise, regardless of the back-end’s capabilities.

Direct employment of the raw signal representations with minimal or no information loss, along with powerful learning architectures can effectively tackle the aforementioned issue. This has led to successful single-stream acoustic modelling using raw waveforms [4]–[12], raw magnitude [13], deep scattering spectrum [14] and raw phase spectrum [15] with better or comparable performance to the classic features across various tasks, even for databases as small as TIMIT [16]–[18].

Along with benefits stemming from preserving all signal information, acoustic modelling can also take advantage of multi-stream processing [19] where the model is presented with multiple information streams at the input level. Examples of recent multi-stream acoustic models are the raw magnitude spectrum along with the sign spectrum [22] and the raw source and filter components [15], [23], [24]. Compared with single-stream raw waveform modelling, the multi-stream approach can take advantage of some prior knowledge about the input (e.g., source-filter separation [25] for the speech signal) to decompose the input into multiple complementary information streams. It also allows for learning a bespoke pre-processing per stream, weighing each stream based on its importance to the given task and fusing the streams in an optimal level of abstraction. For example, using the raw waveform or raw magnitude spectrum implicitly means fusing the source and filter components at the input level whilst in the multi-stream approach the vocal tract and excitation streams are pre-processed individually based on their usefulness to the task. When fused at an optimal level of abstraction, the multi-stream approach provides a more effective framework for information processing than its single-stream counterparts.

In this paper, we study multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform.

The multi-streaming can also occur in the medium levels by creating multiple branches from a single stream, e.g., as in [20] or using multiple heads in a Transformer [21] block. These are outside the scope of this paper.
(FT). That is, the FT is used to convert the single-stream raw waveform into two orthogonal streams which together uniquely characterise the signal, without any information loss. Combining and representing them in the form of the magnitude spectrum leads to irreversible information loss. In the signal reconstruction literature (e.g., [22], [26]), it is well-established that, in general, a signal cannot be uniquely characterised or equivalently perfectly reconstructed using only its magnitude spectrum. In particular, mixed-phase signals like speech [27], [28] are not uniquely specifiable by their magnitude spectrum. As such once the real and imaginary parts are fused as the magnitude spectrum via summing their squares, the phase spectrum information is irreversibly lost. In the proposed multi-stream framework, not only is such information loss avoided, but also these two parts are pre-processed and fused in a task-specific way, leveraging the data-driven learning paradigm rather than a task-blind rule-based combination.

Compared with source-filter separation, factorising the signal into the FT’s real and imaginary parts predicates on a much weaker prior knowledge. That is, it is no longer limited to speech and is applicable to all sequences with FT such as audio, image and biomedical signals. In comparison with a multi-stream system fed with the magnitude and phase spectra, the real and imaginary parts are easier to compute as the former may involve phase unwrapping which is challenging. In fact, the phase and magnitude spectra are lossy non-linear representations of these two parts. The model will learn appropriate non-linear representations when trained effectively.

The proposed framework is also comparable with complex-valued neural networks (CVNNs) [29], that have been employed in ASR [30], speech enhancement [31], [32] and audio [33] applications. These networks involve redesigning some atomic components such as activation function, differentiation, convolution, batch normalisation and even initialisation [34] to handle complex operations while the proposed approach is entirely based on the real-valued well-established operations. Further, in CVNNs the real and imaginary parts are effectively combined after the first layer, whilst the proposed framework is more flexible, allowing for pre-processing the streams individually by two distinct chains of non-linear transformations and fusing them at an arbitrarily higher level of abstraction. Complex linear projection (CLP) [30] layer is an example of CVNNs where the real and imaginary parts are combined by a complex fully-connected layer. It is equivalent to convolution and average pooling in the time domain [30]. In contrast, we pre-process the real and imaginary parts with two separate branches of real-valued CNNs along with max-pooling and the fusion can occur in an arbitrarily higher level.

Having reviewed the information content of the magnitude spectrum relative to the real and imaginary parts and characterised the information gain in Section II, we put forward multiple architectures to efficiently pre-process and fuse these two information streams in Section III. Section IV includes experimental results along with a discussion of various observations and modelling issues. In Section V the learned filters in the first convolutional layer of single- and multi-stream models are analysed. Conclusions and directions for future work are presented in Section VI.

II. INFORMATION CONTENT OF THE FT’S COMPONENTS

The Fourier transform returns a sequence of complex numbers which can be represented in the Cartesian or polar coordinates via the real and imaginary parts or magnitude and phase spectra, respectively. The magnitude spectrum is the most widely used spectral representation: it is shift-invariant and relatively easy to model, process and enhance [35]. For each frequency bin, it is a non-negative quantity, proportional to the signal energy in the corresponding bin. Fig. 1 shows a speech frame along with its various representations. As seen, some characteristics of the speech signal such as fundamental frequency (F0) and formants (F1, F2, F3 and F4) and fundamental frequency (F0) are highlighted in the magnitude spectrum. To better illustrate the causality of the complex cepstrum of the MinPh signal (CC-MinPh), we added a small DC offset to it in (b).

Fig. 1. Various signal representations for a speech frame. (a) waveform, (b) complex cepstrum (CC) of the frame along with the complex cepstrum of its Minimum-Phase counterpart (CC-MinPh), (c) Real part, (d) Imaginary part, (e) Magnitude spectrum, (f) Principle (wrapped) phase spectrum. Formants (F1, F2, F3 and F4) and fundamental frequency (F0) are highlighted in the magnitude spectrum. To better illustrate the causality of the complex cepstrum of the MinPh signal (CC-MinPh), we added a small DC offset to it (b).
and even if the entire magnitude spectrum is employed, some information is already irreversibly discarded.

The lost information is uniquely captured by the phase spectrum and shown to be important from the perceptual standpoint \[37\]. That is, the quality/intelligibility of the magnitude-only reconstructed signal is significantly less than the original one. This point has been verified by both subjective \[38, 39\] and objective \[28, 40–43\] tests. Such detrimental information loss which is important from both theoretical and perceptual perspectives, potentially harms the performance of the raw magnitude-based systems.

To be more precise, the magnitude spectrum is partially blind to the phase spectrum information. Since speech is a mixed-phase signal, it can be factorised using the minimum-phase/all-pass decomposition \[36\]

\[
X(\omega) = X_{Re}(\omega) + jX_{Im}(\omega) = X_{MinPh}(\omega)X_{AllP}(\omega)
\]

\[
|X(\omega)| = |X_{MinPh}(\omega)|
\]

\[
\arg\{X(\omega)\} = \arg\{X_{MinPh}(\omega)\} + \arg\{X_{AllP}(\omega)\}
\]

where \(X, \omega, |.|, \arg, Re, Im, AllP\) and \(MinPh\) denote the (short-time) Fourier transform, angular frequency, magnitude, unwrapped phase, real part, imaginary part, all-pass and minimum-phase components, respectively.

For the minimum-phase signals, the phase spectrum is the Hilbert transform \((H)\) of the logarithm of the magnitude spectrum.

\[
\arg\{X_{MinPh}(\omega)\} = H\{\log|X(\omega)|\}
\]

\[
X(\omega) = |X(\omega)| e^{jH\{\log|X(\omega)|\}} e^{\phi_{AllP}(\omega)}
\]

This implies that the information encoded in the MinPh component of the phase spectrum is already captured by the magnitude spectrum owing to this one-to-one relationship. However, the magnitude spectrum is blind to the all-pass element. Therefore, when using the real and imaginary parts, the information gain relative to applying the raw magnitude spectrum (or its representations) will be as much as the information encoded in the (phase of the) all-pass component.

To quantify the importance of the all-pass component, we compare the quality and intelligibility of the speech reconstructed from magnitude spectrum with the original one. Information-wise, the information of a mixed-phase signal is the union of the information encoded in the minimum-phase and all-pass components (Eq. 1). The former is entirely captured by the magnitude spectrum (Eqs. 2 and 3). Therefore, the distance between the quality/intelligibility of the original signal with those of the magnitude-only reconstructed speech can serve as a proxy for the all-pass phase information content.

For signal reconstruction from magnitude spectrum, we use the well-established Griffin-Lim method \[44\]. This iterative analysis-modification-synthesis-based algorithm aims at recovering the phase information by exploiting the contextual/overlapping frames. To this end, we used Hamming windows with 25 ms frame length and 75% overlap and the number of iterations was set to 100. The quality and intelligibility were measured during the process via PESQ \[45\] and STOI \[46\] metrics, respectively. We used random (uniformly distributed in \([-\pi, \pi]\)), zero and phase of the minimum-phase component for initialising the phase spectrum. NOIZEUS \[47\] database was used in this set of experiments and the error bars at Fig. 2 show the mean and standard deviations over 30 signals.

The red zones in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show the contribution of the all-pass component in terms of the speech quality (PESQ) and intelligibility (STOI), respectively. The quality and intelligibility of the reconstructed signals improve along the iterative reconstruction process, but it never reaches the perfect level. That is, using the contextual information and magnitude spectrum, the Griffin-Lim algorithm can only partially recover the all-pass information. As seen, the all-pass component has a noteworthy information content, contributing towards improving both quality and intelligibility of the speech.

The all-pass component is also instrumental in beamforming and microphone array processing applications. For example, in the well-established delay-and-sum method \[48\], the differences between delays with which sensors receive signals play a key role in steering the beam towards the direction of interest. These delays do not affect the magnitude spectrum and consequently the phase of the minimum-phase component (Eq. 4), and are uniquely captured by the all-pass components of the phase spectra of sensor signals. As such making the model aware of the all-pass component can also be helpful towards enhancing the directivity, particularly when learning the beamforming jointly with the end goal. For example, in LIMABEAM \[49\] and neural network adaptive beamforming (NAB) \[50–52\] the beamforming is jointly learned/done with acoustic modelling.

Despite being blind to the all-pass part, the magnitude spectrum is widely employed in speech processing owing to its relatively clear behaviour which greatly facilitates engineering a pipeline to process, normalise noise and represent the speech signal. However, in a data-driven framework, this advantage is no longer a necessity because the representation is learned rather than being handcrafted based on some prior expert knowledge and/or rule-based transformations.

Therefore, although the real and imaginary parts’ behaviour might not be as favourable as the magnitude spectrum from a feature engineering perspective, in learning-based frameworks this issue no longer poses an obstacle. Besides, information-wise they include all the information encoded in the signal and inherit some desirable properties of spectral representations.
Signal is passed to a single-stream acoustic model. Finally, the raw magnitude spectrum is a lossy operation as the sign information determining which together uniquely specify the signal. In the next stage, the real and imaginary parts returns two information streams using a set of complex exponential basis functions. Taking short-time Fourier transform (STFT), transforming the signal the raw magnitude spectrum. The workflow starts with the raw real and imaginary parts instead of the magnitude spectrum. This is, however, a theoretical benefit and we need a framework to practically realise such potential. To this end, we first enumerate the shortcomings of a baseline single-stream raw magnitude-based system and considering these, propound some multi-stream architectures which allow for addressing those limitations and leveraging the extra information.

A. The Baseline System

Fig. 3 illustrates a single-stream acoustic model fed with the raw magnitude spectrum. The workflow starts with the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), transforming the signal using a set of complex exponential basis functions. Taking the real and imaginary parts returns two information streams which together uniquely specify the signal. In the next stage, these two streams pass through a non-linear quadratic function which is a lossy operation as the sign information determining the quadrants is lost. Fusing the streams via summing them, outputs the raw magnitude spectrum and results in losing the phase information. Finally, the raw magnitude spectrum is passed to a single-stream acoustic model.

The front-end consists of a series of heuristic operations which give rise to the following issues:

- First, as elaborated in Section II, it is a lossy workflow leading to irreversible information loss. The discarded information, namely the phase spectrum, is perceptually significant and contributes towards improving the quality and/or intelligibility of the speech signal.
- Second, for all of the streams, identical pre-processing (a quadratic function) is used, which is not necessarily optimal. Each information stream encodes a different set of information because all streams are needed for a unique signal characterisation. As such their information content and consequently the per-stream pre-processing transformations should be different and stream-specific.
- Third, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to design such stream-wise pre-processing stages using hand-crafted rule-based techniques. In fact, only a data-driven framework (with adequate data, architecture and training regime) can learn such a complicated series of linear/non-linear task- and stream-specific chain of transformations.

B. Canonical Structure of a Multi-Stream System

To address and tackle these shortcomings of the single-stream raw magnitude spectrum based system, there is a need for a multi-stream framework that involves

- replacement of heuristic operations causing task-blind information loss with a data-driven stream-wise pre-processing leading to task-dependent information loss;
- decomposition of the single-stream input into multiple information streams;
- appropriate pre-processing for each information stream;
- a fusion mechanism at an optimal level of abstraction;
- adequate single-stream post-processing.

Fig. 4 shows the canonical structure for a multi-stream system. As seen in Fig. 5, in the proposed multi-stream framework, the Sine and Cosine basis functions of the Fourier transform factorise the single-stream raw waveform while collectively preserving all signal information. For per-stream pre-processing before fusion, a sub-network – such as a series of convolutional layers – can be employed to effectively carry
temporal modelling is carried out implicitly, by augmenting investigating three fusion schemes at different levels. Here, we apply the CLDNN the stream models (Fig. 7), we investigate a cascade of convolutional and fully-connected layers, without and with intermediate recurrent layers. For multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts, we employ two sets of architectures consisting only convolutional and FC layers. Fusion can happen at the (a) input (Concat-0), (b) medium (Concat-1), (c) high (Concat-2) and (d) very high (Concat-3) levels.

For multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts, we employ two sets of architectures consisting of one (or two or three) 1D convolutional layers along with five fully-connected layers. The convolutional layers consist of 128/60/60/60 filters, of length 129 (and 7, 5) samples and max-pooling size of 3 (and 3, 2) samples. The length of kernel size of the convolutional layers along with five fully-connected layers.

### C. Implementation of Multi-Stream Systems

For multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts, we employ two sets of architectures consisting of a cascade of convolutional and fully-connected (FC) layers, without and with intermediate recurrent layers.

1) **CNN+FC**: Fig. 6 shows the first series of the multi-stream models which comprise only convolutional and fully-connected layers. As seen, the following fusion/concatenation (Concat) levels are plausible:

- **Concat-0**: fusion at the input (low) level (Fig. 6 (a)).
- **Concat-1**: fusion at a medium level after a series of convolutional layers operated on each stream and before FC layers (Fig. 6 (b)). In this scenario, the pre-processing sub-networks are purely convolutional and the post-processing one is solely fully-connected.
- **Concat-2**: fusion at a high level. The pre-processing block (per-stream) consists of a cascade of convolutional and fully-connected layers whilst post-processing is done via fully-connected layers (Fig. 6 (c)).
- **Concat-3**: fusion at a very high level just before the output layer. The pre-processing is carried out via convolutional and FC layers. The post-processing is a linear combination of the pre-processed streams (Fig. 6 (d)).

2) **CNN+BiLSTM+FC**: In the second series of multi-stream models (Fig. 7), we investigate a cascade of convolutional, recurrent and fully-connected layers. This is similar to the CLDNN architecture proposed in [8] for the single-stream acoustic modelling from raw waveform. Here, we apply the CLDNNs in a multi-stream mode (MS-CLDNN) along with investigating three fusion schemes at different levels.

When there is no recurrent layer (e.g., CNN+FC), the temporal modelling is carried out implicitly, by augmenting each frame with $\pm m$ contextual frames while here the internal memories of the bi-directional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) handle the forward and backward sequential modelling. Therefore, there is no need for appending with the neighbouring frames. Further, the model potentially benefits from a longer context.

### IV. Experimental Results

#### A. Setup

The CNN+FC architectures consist of a cascade of four 1D convolutional layers along with five fully-connected layers. The convolutional layers consist of 128/60/60/60 filters, of length 129/5/5/3 samples along with max-pooling size of 3 and stride size of 1. The FC sub-network consists of five layers including 1024 units and batch normalisation [54]. Dropout (0.15) and ReLU activation [56] were used in all layers.

The single and multi-stream CLDNNs consist of one (or two or three) 1D convolutional layer with 128 (and 80, 60) filters of length 129 (and 7, 5) samples and max-pooling size of 3 (and 3, 2) samples. The length of kernel size of the first convolution layer for MFCC and FBank features could not be more than feature size (39 and 80, respectively). For consistency with raw spectral feature, it was set to 19 and 41 (half of the feature length). The BiLSTM sub-network consists of four layers containing 550 units in each direction followed by batch normalisation and dropout (0.2). Batch size was set to

---

3We will investigate multiple configurations in various experiments.
128 for CNN+FC and 8 for CLDNN architectures. DNNs were trained by PyTorch-Kaldi [57]–[59] on single GPUs (GeForce GTX-1080 and RTX-2080) with RMSProp [60] optimiser.

Experiments conducted on TIMIT, NTIMIT [61], Aurora-4 [62] (multi-style), TORG0 [63], WSJ [64] and AMI’s IHT and SDM tasks. Aurora-4 includes four test sets: A (clean), B (additive noise), C (channel mismatch) and D (additive and channel) and average is calculated as $\text{Avg} = \frac{1}{3}(A + B + C + D)$.

Sizes of the MFCC and raw spectral features are 39 and 257, respectively. FBank features’ default size is 80 unless mentioned otherwise. The raw waveform features’ size in CNN+FC and CLDNN systems is 3200 (200 ms) and 400 samples (25 ms), respectively. Except for raw waveform, all features were augmented with ±5 contextual frames in the CNN+FC systems. Mag and Mag$^{0.1}$ denote the raw magnitude spectrum and its 10$^\text{th}$ root, respectively.

The ASR systems are hybrid and trained by the cross-entropy loss. For each dataset, the language models (pruned tri-gram) and alignments were taken from the respective Kaldi’s [59] standard recipes. We have not employed any data augmentation (except for TORG0), speaker-related embeddings or lattice re-scoring with RNN language models. For decoding, beam size and acoustic model weight [59] were set to 13 and 0.2 in TIMIT/NTIMIT and, 18 and 0.1 in other tasks, respectively.

We also compared the proposed framework with the CLP network which is a cascade of a CLP layer, a recurrent block and a fully-connected sub-network. The CLP layer fuses the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform through a complex-valued linear transformation, $W$, the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform through block and a fully-connected sub-network. The CLP layer fuses

$$X = (W_{Re} + jW_{Im}) (X_{Re} + jX_{Im})$$

$$= (W_{Re} X_{Re} - W_{Im} X_{Im}) + j(W_{Re} X_{Im} + W_{Im} X_{Re})$$

$$= Y_{Re} + Y_{Im}. \tag{7}$$

$Y$ is further processed by $f(|Y|)$ where $|Y| = \sqrt{Y_{Re}^2 + Y_{Im}^2}$ and $f$ is the log function in the original formulation [30].

The $W_{Re}$ and $W_{Im}$ matrices have the same dimensions: $\mathbb{R}^{P \times N}$ where $P$ is the projection size and $N$ is $\frac{FFT_{Size}}{2} + 1$. Here, $FFT_{Size}$ is 512; hence, $N$ is 257. In [30], 128 and 1280 were applied for $P$. We will examine both values and investigate the effect of replacing the logarithm (CLP-log) with the 10$^\text{th}$ root (CLP-0.1) and identity (CLP-w/o log) functions. We will also study the usefulness of putting one convolutional layer between the CLP and recurrent layers (CLP-log-Conv).

As Eq. [7] shows, CLP fuses the real and imaginary parts by taking into account their special relationship as two elements of a complex quantity while the proposed framework treats them as two independent information streams. Note that CLP is mostly comparable with the Concat-11 architecture with a difference that in Concat-11 the real and imaginary parts are pre-processed by (arbitrarily deep) CNNs and then fused via a real-valued linear transformation (Eq. 6) while in CLP the fusion is carried out immediately by a complex-valued linear transformation (Eq. 7). Other than the pre-fusion stage, the configuration of the other blocks (recurrent and FC layers) in the CLP and Concat-11 networks is identical.

B. Results and Discussion

Now we investigate the performance of the proposed systems and on each task, discuss a number of modelling issues.

1) Aurora-4: Table I reports the performance of different features on Aurora-4 for CNN+FC architecture. As seen, while the real and imaginary parts individually lead to slightly poorer results than other raw spectral features, fusing them based on the proposed schemes yields a consistent gain over all test sets. With a narrow margin, Concat-1 and Concat-2 outperform the best baseline system, namely Mag$^{0.1}$. Compared with the widely-used FBank features (e.g., FBank-80, FBank-128), Mag$^{0.1}$ can be thought of as a filterbank with higher spectral resolution and narrower non-overlapping rectangular filters, uniformly distributed across the spectrum.

Using FBank features with higher spectral resolutions such as FBank-256 has been shown to be useful in the joint neural beamforming and acoustic modelling [51]. This feature has almost the same length (256 vs 257) as the raw magnitude features, with (50%) overlapping triangular filters (mimicking spectral masking) and a denser sampling at low frequencies – which are considered to be perceptually more important. As seen, despite embedding such prior knowledge in the FBank feature extraction pipeline, FBank-256’s performance is on par with the raw magnitude spectrum which is extracted without taking advantage of any domain-specific expert knowledge.

Also note that multi-streaming by replicating the same input, e.g., Mag$^{0.1}$-Concat-2, where both input streams of the Concat-2 architecture (Fig. 6) are fed with the Mag$^{0.1}$ features is helpful. Similar observation was made for the FBank feature (FBank-80-Concat-2), too.

Using the dynamic range of the magnitude spectrum by taking 10$^\text{th}$ root (Mag$^{0.1}$), leads to a significant and consistent performance gain relative to Mag (≡ Mag$^{1.0}$). This poses two questions: why such dynamic range compression is helpful and whether it will offer a similar advantage for the real and imaginary parts, if their dynamic range is compressed.
Contrary to the magnitude spectrum, the $X_R$ and $X_I$ can be negative; hence, the root compression or log are not directly applicable. Nonetheless, we can do either of the following:

\[
\tilde{Z}_{\text{Sign}} = \text{sign}(Z) |Z|^\alpha \\
\tilde{Z}_{\text{Abs}} = |Z|^\alpha
\]

where $\text{sign}$ is the Signum function, $\alpha$ is the power (0.1 here) and $Z$ could be either the real or imaginary part. The $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Sign}}$ preserves the sign information while $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Abs}}$ discards it.

Fig. 8 presents the mean, standard deviation (STD) and distribution of the real and the magnitude spectrum. Fig. 8(a) and (b) illustrate that if the sign is preserved the mean for the real (and imaginary) part at all frequencies will be (almost) zero. The variance peaks at around 1 kHz and becomes very small in frequencies larger than 2 kHz. Furthermore, dynamic range compression dramatically decreases the spikiness of the distribution and lightens its tail (Fig. 8(c) and (d)).

DNNs do not make any statistical assumption about their input. Nevertheless, the mean-variance normalisation (MVN) of the input is widely applied in practice and is considerably helpful [66]. When the dynamic range is compressed, the distribution gets closer to Gaussian. While being quasi-Gaussian on its own is not important, the expressive power of the mean and variance in representing the underlying distribution and consequently the effectiveness of the MVN increases. We believe this is why the dynamic range compression is helpful. It should be noted that contrary to $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Abs}}$, the mean of $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Sign}}$ is always (almost) zero (Fig. 8(a) and (b)). This will nullify the mean normalisation contribution towards mismatch reduction.

While keeping the sign leads to a bi-modal and (almost) symmetric distribution, discarding the sign information results in a uni-modal one (Fig. 8(d)). The symmetry of the distribution implies that the amount of information in the positive and negatives sides is (approximately) identical. Therefore, discarding the sign information induces a minor information loss. Overall, we expect $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Abs}}$ to be more effectual because the lost information is approximately redundant (owing to symmetry) and normalising its mean is more influential.

Table II shows the effect of dynamic range compression on the performance. Relm-1.0, Relm-0.1-Sign and Relm-0.1-Abs refer to using the original real and imaginary parts, the compressed version via Eq. (8) and Eq. 9, respectively. As seen, while Relm-0.1-Sign has a poorer performance than Relm-1.0, Relm-0.1-Abs leads to a notable gain. We made a similar and consistent observation on other tasks, too, corroborating the merit of $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Abs}}$ relative to $\tilde{Z}_{\text{Sign}}$.

We also studied the training dynamics of the CNN+FC models in terms of cross-entropy (CE) loss, frame classification accuracy and WER, vs epoch. Fig. 9(a) shows the CE loss for the Dev data. While the FBank feature has the highest CE loss, the raw waveform model returns the lowest loss, with a notable margin relative to the Relm-0.1-Abs (Concat-1) which has the second lowest CE loss. Compressing the dynamic range of the real and imaginary parts by keeping/discarding the sign leads to increasing/decreasing the CE loss. The knee point for all features is around 15 epochs; after that the CE loss remains almost constant. Similar trends are observed for the frame classification accuracy in Fig. 9(b).

Fig. 10 illustrates the WER evolution of various features vs epoch for Aurora-4’s four test sets. Fig. 10(a) demonstrates the WERs for the test set A which includes only clean signals. As seen, ReIm systems outperform others and dynamic range compression has a marginal effect on the performance. Compared with Mag$^{0.1}$, the ReIm-based models require more epochs: for up to 15 epochs their performance is similar; after that, the ReIm systems outperform Mag$^{0.1}$. This observation holds for other test sets, too.

The advantage of dynamic range compression becomes

---

Table II: WER on Aurora-4 after dynamic range compression (CNN+FC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concat-0.1-Sign</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-1.0-Sign</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-2.0-Sign</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-3.0-Sign</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-0.1-Abs</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-1.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-2.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-3.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table III: WER on Aurora-4 after using clean alignment (CNN+FC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBank-80</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBank-128</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBank-256</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag$^{0.1}$</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw-wave</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBank-80-Concat-2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag$^{0.1}$-Concat-2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-0.1-Abs</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-1.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-2.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-3.0-Abs</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

6We noticed the statistical properties of the real and imaginary parts are very similar; hence, to avoid clutter only display the statistics of the real part.
significant in noisy conditions. In the presence of additive noise (Fig. 10 (b)), while ReIm-0.1-Sign leads to a poorer performance than ReIm-1.0, ReIm-0.1-Abs significantly outperforms it. When there is a channel mismatch, ReIm-0.1-Abs and Mag\(^0.1\) render the best performance whereas ReIm-0.1-Sign performance is on par with ReIm-1.0. The suboptimality of ReIm-0.1-Sign gets highlighted in the test set D (Fig. 10 (d)) where it returns the second worst results after the raw waveform model. While ReIm-1.0, FBank and Mag\(^0.1\) have almost similar performance on test set D, ReIm-0.1-Abs outperforms them when the model is trained with at least 15 epochs.

Another noteworthy observation is the weakness of the raw waveform model in handling the channel mismatch (Fig. 10 (c) and (d)). Furthermore, despite having the lowest CE loss and the highest frame accuracy, it returns the poorest WER.

Since in Aurora-4 the noise signal is added synthetically, the alignments can also be taken from a model trained with only clean data (clean-align), supplying a higher quality alignment. As shown in Table III using the clean-align alignment leads to achieving up to 4.6% average WER which is among the best reported results for Aurora-4. Similar to previous experiments, Concat-2 renders the best performance.

We also tried the Re-Im features in the MS-CLDNN architecture (with two convolutional layers). Comparing Table IV with \(\text{I}\) shows the CNN+FC outperforms the CLDNN models. As we will see later, this observation is limited to Aurora-4 and might be owing to noise and amount of the training data.

Table V shows the performance of CLDNNs after applying clean-align. It notably improves the performance, although still the performance lags behind the CNN+FC models (Table III).

Tables \(\text{II}\) and \(\text{V}\) also illustrate the performance of various variants of the CLP models with multi-condition and clean alignments, respectively. As seen, while using 10\(^{th}\) root instead of log does not reduce the WER, replacing log with the identity function noticeably improves the performance. Comparing WERs of the CLP networks with projection sizes of 128 and 1280 shows both return similar results. Further, inserting one convolutional layer between the CLP and recurrent blocks slightly improves the performance. On average, the proposed system outperforms CLP and leads to more than 8% relative WER reduction.

In these set of experiments, the Concat-11 CNNs include 56k parameters while the projection layer in CLP-P:128 and CLP-P:1280 contains 68k and 680k parameters, respectively. However, despite using exactly the same post-fusion ( recurrent, fully-connected and softmax) layers, #Params of the Concat-11 model is twice as many as those of the CLP models (Table \(\text{V}\)). This is owing to flattening the CNN outputs which results in a layer with about 11k parameters right before the BLSTM block while the CLP output size is 128 or 1280.

Finally, we studied the effect of applying the clean-align on the training dynamics of the Concat-1 and Concat-11 architectures. As shown in Fig. 11 CLDNN has a notably smaller loss than CNN+FC while its WER (in this task) is slightly larger. In spite of having a remarkable impact on the WER, using clean-align does not have a major effect on the loss value and the convergence behaviour of the models.
2) TIMIT and NTIMIT: TIMIT and its noisy version NTIMIT (TIMIT transmitted over some telephone networks), include just 3.14 hours of training data and this is not favourable for acoustic modelling using raw signal representations. However, it is still insightful to evaluate the performance of the proposed model in such small tasks.

Table VII reports the phone error rate (PER) for ReIm-0.1-Abs using MS-CLDNNs along with various fusion schemes. The results are compared with the MFCC, FBank, single-stream raw waveform and raw magnitude spectrum models. On average, the Concat-11 fusion scheme returns the highest performance. On TIMIT's Dev/Test data, it results in 13.0%/14.8% PER and on NTIMIT, it leads to 19.9%/20.5%, a competitive performance. Concat-00 outperforms Concat-11 only on TIMIT/Test, resulting in 14.5% PER. The Concat-22 model returns significantly poorer performance and training-wise it is notably slower than other models.

Table VII shows the PER for the CNN+FC. In comparison with CLDNN, it returns notably poorer PERs and Concat-1 is the most optimal fusion scheme for this architecture.

Comparing the amount of (N)TIMIT's training data (~ 1.13 M frames) and #Params shows that all models achieve a reasonable to competitive performance despite being highly over-parameterised. This verifies that #Params is not a reliable proxy for model's complexity and/or capacity.

Fig. 12 illustrates the training dynamics (PER vs epoch) of different models. The differences are more pronounced in case of NTIMIT which is a more challenging task. For TIMIT, the models converge after almost 15 epochs and different systems show relatively similar dynamics. For NTIMIT the convergence rate is slower which is expected considering the fact that learning from data with similar lingual content in the presence of noise is more complicated and slower.

Fig. 13 compares the CE loss and PER of the best performing systems, namely Concat-11 (CLDNN) and Concat-1 (CNN+FC). The CLDNN models return smaller loss, even when the loss of Concat-11-NTIMIT is compared with the loss of Concat-1-TIMIT, despite the fact that the PER of Concat-1-TIMIT is remarkably lower than Concat-11-NTIMIT. The lower loss of CLDNNs stems from having a higher modelling capacity (beyond depth/width/#Params) owing to presence of the recurrent layers, which make the model more flexible and capable of learning from sequences. Such a lower loss, however, does not guarantee a lower PER (or WER).

3) WSJ: Table VIII and IX report WER for the WSJ task using the CNN+FC and CLDNN networks. As seen, for the Eval-92, the performance of both architectures is on par (4.75%), for Eval-93, the CLDNN leads to absolute/relative 1.2%/16.2% lower WER, reaching 6.2% while the CNN+FC (4.75%), for Eval-93, the CLDNN leads to absolute/relative 1.2%/16.2% lower WER, reaching 6.2% while the CNN+FC
\[ \theta = \cos(\pi + \theta) \] is discarded. On the other hand, using the wrapped phase leads to a sequence with a highly complex data structure and unwrapping the phase leads to inconsistent results, with a negative effect on the performance \cite{15}.

Fig. 14 shows the dynamics of the best fusion scheme per architecture (Concat-1 for CNN+FC and Concat-11 for CLDNN) in terms of the CE loss and WER vs epoch for the WSJ’s dev and test sets. As seen, the CNN+FC model shows a faster convergence: while CNN+FC’s performance in terms of CE loss and WER gets barely improved after 10 epochs, the performance of the multi-stream CLDNN model keeps elevating for at least five extra epochs.

Despite having a noticeably smaller loss than CNN+FC, the MS-CLDNN’s performance on the Eval-92 is comparable and on the Eval-93 is notably better (16.2% relative). This is another evidence for the non-perfect correlation between the CE loss as a general-purpose training criterion and WER as a task-specific performance metric. Similar observations have been reported in the literature and some solutions proposed, e.g., training with the expected WER \cite{68} or with the entropy regularised log loss \cite{69} criteria.

Finally, comparing Table IX with VI and Table VIII with VII show that \#Params for the same models over different databases is slightly different. This stems from having a different number of nodes in the output layer (Aurora-4:2016, TIMIT:1936, WSJ:3400, AMI:3992 and TORG:440). For example, assuming the layer before the output has 1024 nodes, \#Params are 23.3/23.8 and 43.8/47.7, respectively. This is a competitive performance. The best WER for the proposed multi-stream system in the IHM and SDM scenarios on the Dev/Eval sets are 23.3/23.8 and 43.8/47.7, respectively. This is a competitive performance achieved with no speaker adaptation, data augmentation and re-scoring via advanced RNN language models.

In terms of the optimal number of convolutional layers, we noticed that in this task one convolutional layer is sufficient. Using more convolutional layers makes the model deeper and decreases the model parameters (Table VI). Contrary to the TIMIT task, such parameter reduction reduces the performance. The best WER for the proposed multi-stream system in the IHM and SDM scenarios on the Dev/Eval sets are 23.3/23.8 and 43.8/47.7, respectively. This is a competitive performance achieved with no speaker adaptation, data augmentation and re-scoring via advanced RNN language models.

We also compared the proposed models with other alternative systems including the end-to-end (E2E) stochastic attention head removal (SAHR) \cite{70}, multi-stream E2E \cite{71} and the hybrid multi-scale octave CNNs \cite{72}, parametric (Parznet) 2-
TABLE XI
WER on AMI-IHM and AMI-SDM (CLDNN).
Number of * denotes number of convolutional layers. BS: batch size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>IHM</th>
<th>SDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw-wave* (BS:8)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBank* (BS:8)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag<em>0.1</em> (BS:8)</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-11* (BS:4)</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-11* (BS:8)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-00*0.1-Abs (BS:4)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-11*0.1-Abs (BS:8)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-11*1.0-Abs (BS:8)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat-11*2.0-Abs (BS:8)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHR-Transformer (E2E) [70]</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHR-Conformer (E2E) [70]</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-stream (E2E) [71]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-scale Octave CNN (Hybrid) [72]</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parznet 2D-CNN (Hybrid) [73]</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parznet 2D-CNN+1 (Hybrid) [72]</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D CNNs without [73] and with variational inference (VI) [12]. As seen in Table XI, SAHR systems in which the Transformer [21] or Conformer [74] heads are randomly dropped out, return the highest performance, although still lagging behind the proposed Concat-11*0.1-Abs (BS:8) system.

Fig. [15] shows the training dynamics of the proposed model in terms of WER, substitution (Sub), deletion (Del) and insertion (Ins) for both IHM and SDM conditions. As seen, the main source of error is the substitution and its dynamics closely resembles the dynamics of the WER. The deletions are the second important source of error and insertions are the smallest component of the WER. System’s performance in terms of insertion is almost constant in both IHM and SDM scenarios during training. In terms of deletions, there is barely any significant improvement after 10^6 epoch.

5) Dysarthric Speech Recognition: We also investigated the efficacy of the proposed real-imaginary based MS-CLDNN systems on the TORGO [63] dysarthric speech dataset. In this series of experiments two setups were explored: without and with data augmentation via speed perturbation (sp) with the following speed change factors: 0.9 (slower), 1.0 (original) and 1.1 (faster). We used the 5-fold cross-training setup proposed in [75] and report the mean±STD WER in Table XII. To make our systems comparable with the baseline models developed in [75], we used three convolutional and five recurrent layers. Among the classic features, FBank returns the highest performance, with and without data augmentation, on both dysarthric (Dys) and typical (Typ) speech. Among the RelM systems, we can see similar trends to other datasets, namely dynamic range compression helps and RelM-0.1-Abs outperforms RelM-0.1-Sign. Comparing the RelM-0.1-Abs and FBank systems when speed perturbation is not/is used shows up to 1.1%/3.2% and 0.2%/0.7% lower WER (absolute) for the dysarthric and typical speech, respectively.

We also studied the training dynamics of the models (WER vs epoch) for different features and for both dysarthric and typical speech. As seen in Fig. [16] when speed perturbation is applied, the model benefits from further training epochs and convergence gets slower. This is due to the fact that speed perturbation, without keeping F0 fixed, simulates many speakers and increases the data three fold. It makes the training data richer and helps the model to learn to normalise the speaker. Comparing dysarthric with typical speech also shows that in contrast to dysarthric speech, for typical speech the models barely benefit from more than 20 epochs. For some systems, including RelM ones, the performance on typical speech even gets worse by over-training.

One challenge in dysarthric ASR is high inter- and intra-speaker variability. As mentioned earlier, the speed perturbation is helpful to cope with this issue to some extent. In Section VII we will show that multi-streaming also can help towards speaker normalisation. This will partially explain why the proposed system outperforms other front-ends in this task.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE LEARNED FILTERS

In this section, we analyse the filters learned in the first convolutional layer (Conv-L1) and compare their functionality in the single- and multi-stream models.

To investigate the collective behaviour of the Conv-L1’s filters, we study their statistics per sample. Fig. 17 (a) and (b) show the mean and STD for the single-stream systems fed with the real and imaginary parts while Fig. 17 (c) and (d) depict the mean and STD of the multi-stream Concat-1 model. Comparing the filters’ mean and STD in Fig. 17 (a) and (b) shows that the Conv-L1’s filters in the single-stream systems fed with the real or imaginary parts have a similar behaviour. Such similarity is not surprising considering the similarity of the real and imaginary parts in encoding speech information (Fig. 1 (c) and (d)). The shaded area in these figures demonstrates the evolution of the mean and STD of the filters during training and shows a similar trend for both models, too. In addition, in the single-stream systems the STD and the mean are considerably large in the last 30 bins. This illustrates that in the single-stream mode, the filters mostly model some short-range dependencies within this range.

On the other hand, the behaviour of the filters fed with the real and imaginary parts in the multi-stream system is significantly and interestingly different. Although (on average) the filters operating on the real part remain similar, the filters fed with the imaginary part capture a different and complementary aspect of the input. In particular, while the former still models the short-range dependencies, the latter captures the medium-range relationships which are highlighted by the green and red zones in Fig. 17 (c) and (d), respectively.

To further investigate such short- and medium-range dependencies, we plotted the mean and STD of the magnitude of the FT of the filters shown in Fig. 19 (b) resembles filters of the parametric wavelets. For example, as seen in Fig. 19 (a), indices 8-10 look like the first and second-order derivatives of the Gaussian wavelet, similar to the so-called MRASTA [77] filters. Further, filters shown in Fig. 19 (b) resembles filters of the parametric CNNs such as SincNet [16], SincNet and GaussNet [17]. This encourages exploring the usefulness of the parametric CNNs in this context. We also depicted the |FFT| of these filters in Fig. 19 (c) and (d) which shows they collectively act as a bank of overlapping band-pass filters with different bandwidths.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated the usefulness of the multi-stream acoustic modelling using the raw real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform. Applying the magnitude spectrum as their proxy, leads to irreversible information loss of the all-pass component and pre-mature information fusion. In the proposed multi-stream framework, the real and imaginary parts were fused after being pre-processed via convolutional layers. Then, they were post-processed through recurrent and fully-connected layers. We investigated various modelling issues including different architectures and fusion levels as well as the training dynamics of models in terms of cross-entropy loss, frame classification accuracy and WER. We also analysed the Conv-L1. Although, in general, filters have an ambiguous shape difficult to understand, we noticed some filters bear a resemblance to some well-known parametric functions and wavelets. For example, as seen in Fig. 19 (a), indices 8-10 look like the first and second-order derivatives of the Gaussian wavelet, similar to the so-called MRASTA [77] filters. Further, filters shown in Fig. 19 (b) resembles filters of the parametric CNNs such as SincNet [16], Sinc2Net and GaussNet [17]. This encourages exploring the usefulness of the parametric CNNs in this context. We also depicted the |FFT| of these filters in Fig. 19 (c) and (d) which shows they collectively act as a bank of overlapping band-pass filters with different bandwidths.
the filters learned in the first convolutional layer of single and multi-stream models and illustrated that in a multi-stream architecture, filters operating on each stream play complementary roles. The effectiveness of the proposed systems was successfully demonstrated by achieving consistent gains across various tasks including TIMIT/NTIMIT (phone recognition), Aurora-4 (noise robustness), WSJ (read), TORGO (dysarthric) and AMI’s (meeting) IHM (close-talking) and SDM (far-field) scenarios. The proposed framework is generic and can be employed in recognition and/or classification tasks for all sequences with the Fourier transform such as audio, image and biomedical signals, opening a broad avenue for future work.
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